INTERNATIONAL

WMS MARKET SURVEY

WarehouseManagementSystems by Comparison
IWL and the partners of the Supply
Chain Group AG investigate together
for the third time this year the
international market of
WarehouseManagementSystems
(WMS).

Are you a WMS vendor?
Do you want to be informed about
future demands on your WMS and
don’t you want to miss out on the latest
developments in the market?

Enrol in our WMS Survey!
If you participate in our survey your
WMS will be autmatically listed in the
SCG WMS Online Finder WOLF.
Potential customers can find their best
fitting WMS with the help of this tool for
free.

The SCG’s WMS Market Survey
Five Frequently Asked Questions and Answers

1. What is special about the SCG WMS Market Survey?
It is the unique approach to characterize the different WMSs by their market
orientation, which makes the SCG survey different from others. Not technical details
but the WMS vendors themselves describe their target group and komplexity level.

2. Who ist IWL AG? What is the SCG?
IWL AG is your reliable partner for consulting and planning services in logistics and
process optimisation for over 20 years. Together with 5 additional international
logistics experts we affiliated to the SCG The Supply Chain Group AG.

3. Who is this survey addressed to?
The survey is basically addressed to everybody who is interested in the subject of
WMS. No matter if vendor, consultant or user, our survey puts everybody in the
positon to get a quick and objective overview.

4. How can I benefit from the Survey as a WMS vendor?
The content of the survey helps you to recognize developements in the market early
and to keep an eye on your competitors. The WMS online finder guides potential
customers with best fitting profile directely to you. As a listed vendor you additionally
benefit from our various publications and our permanent endeavour to make the
survey public among experts.

5. How can I participate in the survey?
Just request the participation form directly at ours.
For participation in the current survey we charge a singular
fee of EUR 950,00 +VAT.
Please contact us for further information:
IWL AG
Michael Muhsal
Mühlsteige 4
D 89075 Ulm
michael.muhsal@iwl.de
Tel.: +49 731 140 50 13
Fax: +49 731 140 50 51
www.iwl.de
www.the-scg.com

